
Bibb Spring Sports Protocol 

Screening Procedures 

*Students and coaches will have their temperature and symptom check prior to practices, 

boarding the bus for away games or upon arrival for home games. Temperatures above 100.4 

will be isolated for 10 min and rechecked. If the temperature is still over 100.4 the athlete will 

be isolated with mask on until parent or guardian arrives for pick up.  

*Students or coaches identified from the screening process as having signs or symptoms that 

might suggest COVID-19, must follow BCSD Covid-19 protocol before rejoining team. 

* Your contact for COVID -19 reporting is the school nurse. 

*Symptom checks should be given more consideration than temperature checks. 

Face Mask Covering  

*Face mask must be worn when traveling to and from athletic venues. 

* When riding on bus only one person per seat is allowed. 

* Windows must be down when possible. 

* Upon arrival at practice or contest venue, face masks must be worn at all times when not 

actively participating in game. Teams should not arrive earlier than needed for games. 

* Mask must not be shared.  

*All game day personnel will be required to wear face coverings. 

*All spectators will be required to wear a face covering upon entering game sites. Wearing of 

the mask will be required during the duration of the game. 

Sidelines and Benches (Games) 

*Each bench will be furnished with hand sanitizer. 

*All benches and tables will be sanitized prior to and after each game. 

*Sideline personnel will be limited to athletes, coaches, medical staff and game staff. 

Venue Restrictions (Games) 

*Seating will be limited to 6ft social distancing protocol.  

*Spectators will be restricted from direct competition areas and from visiting players and 

personnel before and after games. 

*After completion of competition spectators must exit and not gather. 



*Concession stand workers will wear masks and gloves and will be screened prior to working in 

stand. Limit workers to bare minimum.  

*Only water, soft drinks and pre-packaged items will be allowed for sell.  

*All gate admissions will be cashless with social distancing rules in force. All gate workers will 

wear masks and gloves. 

*A clear bag policy will be in place for admission to all athletic events. (attached) 

* Locker rooms will have a maximum capacity based on social distancing. Do not allow players 

to hang out in locker room. They should be dress when arriving to practice and games. 

* Players need to bring their on water for practice and games. Do not use squeeze bottles that 

players can share. 

* Teams should arrive at visiting sites dressed and ready to play.  

*Schedule dual meets in track to avoid having a third team. 

GHSA Considerations 

*Follow attached GHSA guidelines for spring sports as closely as possible. 

*We may be more restrictive than GHSA but not less. 

Practice 

*Limit one team at a time on field. NO EXCEPTIONS Do not practice boys and girls at the same time and 

same space. 

*Clean and sanitize practice area between teams practicing. 

*Follow GHSA guidelines for starting and ending dates for sport. 

 

 

 

 

 


